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“Traditional” and “Advanced” Manufacturing: A False Dichotomy. 
 
Opening  
 
This morning my themes are around “Traditional” and “Advanced” Manufacturing.  
 
I would like to start by looking at “advanced manufacturing”, what it is and why it is exciting 
to be talking about advanced manufacturing. Particularly at a time when the domestic 
manufacturing sector has been under so much pressure. 
 
I then want to look at what I see as a major risk associated with some of the ideas 
associated with “advanced manufacturing”.    
 
I want to talk about what I call the false dichotomy between “advanced” and “traditional” 
manufacturing and explore the potential for this dichotomy to take us in dangerous policy 
directions that could well be detrimental to the course of our economy. 
 
While many of us have been thinking and talking about the themes I want to explore today, 
I can think of no better place to develop this case than at the 2016 Australian Steel 
Convention with the theme “Innovation in Steel”. 
 
And I very much hope to hear your thoughts about the issues I raise today.  I think I have left 
a bit of time at the end for questions, comments and discussion.  
 
Advanced Manufacturing   
 
We have heard a lot over the past few years about “advanced manufacturing”.    
 
I don’t want to get hung up on definitions but for a minute or two I am going to draw fairly 
heavily on an excellent entry in Wikipedia. 

A widely-used definition of advanced manufacturing is that it involves the use of technology 
to improve products and/or processes, with the relevant technology being described as 
“advanced,” “innovative,” or “cutting edge.”  

Another definition is somewhat similar but adds that a characteristic feature of advanced 
manufacturers is the rate of technology adoption and the ability to use that technology to 
remain competitive and add value. 

Yet another definition extends the innovative application of technologies, processes and 
methods to the processes of product design as well as to production itself.  

A further dimension is added in still another definition which points to the use by many 
advanced manufacturers of new business/management methodologies. 
 
While I’m not sure that I fully understand, let alone agree with it, it is worth quoting the 
definition the Wikipedia article concludes as being probably the most comprehensive:   
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The Advanced Manufacturing entity makes extensive use of computer, high precision, 
and information technologies integrated with a high performance workforce in a 
production system capable of furnishing a heterogeneous mix of products in small or 
large volumes with both the efficiency of mass production and the flexibility of 
custom manufacturing in order to respond quickly to customer demands. 

 
Like I say, I’m not sure that I agree with all of this but I’m not going to get hung up on 
definitions.   
 
And I suspect that an advanced manufacturer is a bit like an elephant – inherently difficult 
to define but you will probably know one when you see one. 
 
So, on that basis, I want to mention some manufacturers that just about everyone would 
agree would qualify as “advanced”.   
 
CleanSpace 
 
CleanSpace is a Sydney-based company that produces and exports - to over 20 countries - 
wearable respiratory protection equipment for use in industrial environments.    
 
GP Graders  
 
GP Graders is Australia’s leading supplier of fresh produce grading machinery and the 
world’s leading manufacturer of cherry sorting and packing machinery.  It is breaking new 
ground in shellfish packing.  GP Graders last year was the Medium Manufacturer of the Year 
at the Victorian Manufacturing Hall of Fame awards. 
 
Redarc  
 
REDARC hails from Lonsdale in South Australia and has built a great business around 
research, design, development and manufacture of a range of electronic equipment.  Not 
much more than a year ago Redarc acquired Humminbird Electronics – an innovative 
manufacturer based in NSW’s Hunter region.  
 
ActronAir  
 
ActronAir is Australia's largest locally-owned air conditioning manufacturer, and for over 30 
years have been producing leading edge and highly energy efficient air conditioning 
systems. 
 
Nautitech  
 
Nautitech designs, manufactures and exports industry leading technology for hazardous 
areas and underground coal mines.  Its products include methane safety systems, thermal 
and visual imaging cameras, lights and broadband power-line modems. 
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These are all great Australian manufacturing stories and the more we can tell these – and 
many other stories – the more we can shine positive lights on Australian manufacturing. 
 
The recurring themes in discussions about advanced manufacturing seem to be all about the 
combination of: 
 

 Leading-edge technologies; 
 

 High performance management and workplaces; 
 

 Investments in innovation;  
 

 Customer-led design; 
 

 Strategic involvement in both backwards and forwards supply-chains; and  
 

 A global focus – whether that be in relation to markets, supply chains or 
benchmarking. 

 
I don’t think there will be any doubt that all of these are at the core of the future of 
Australian manufacturing.   
 
They are certainly at the core of what many companies have been doing as they have 
worked their way through a particularly tough decade for manufacturing and as they 
position for a future in which they can remain competitive and continue to make a very 
important contribution for their shareholders, their workforces and for the benefit of the 
Australian economy. 
 
A Tough Decade for Manufacturing  
 
To emphasise these points, I want to dwell for a moment on the extent of the challenges of 
the past decade or so.   
 
I cannot think of a more testing period for local manufacturing. 
 
In the years before the Global Financial Crisis, while the sector as a whole was growing quite 
strongly, there were clear signs of stress.   
 
In a nutshell the issues were China and the strength of the local dollar.   
 
In the years since the GFC, these continued to exert their influence along with slow global 
growth, weak trade and struggling confidence globally and, domestically, the winding-back 
of the mining investment boom and the return to earth of commodity prices.  
 
Notwithstanding the importance of the GFC, it is the extraordinarily rapid industrialisation 
of China that is the standout feature of the recent history of the global economy – the 
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biggest-ever industrial revolution.  Never before has such a large country grown at such a 
furious pace.  In the process hundreds of millions of people have been lifted out of rural 
poverty and moved within sight of standards of living comparable with those in developed 
countries. 
 
This process occurred by injecting an unprecedented quantity of labour into Chinese 
manufacturing and through that, into the global economy.   This expansion of global 
productive capacity of course had – and continues to have - profound impacts around the 
globe.    
 
It meant that consumers had access to more and cheaper manufactured products and it was 
extraordinarily disruptive for established manufacturers all around the world and, of course, 
their employees.   This was a major competitive challenge. 
 
Normally in an economy like Australia’s the process of adjustment to this loss of 
competitiveness could have been expected to be eased by a fall in the currency.  This would 
stabilise the adjustment and give businesses some breathing space while they worked out 
their next steps and how to turn challenges into opportunities.  
 
But of course in Australia’s case the currency did not fall – we were in the middle of the 
surge in commodity prices – itself closely correlated to what was happening in China – and 
the strength of the Aussie dollar. 
 
Over 1999 and 2000 the value of the Australian dollar averaged 61.4 US cents. 
 
So in 2006 when the average value of the currency was 23 per cent above the turn-of-the-
century level at 75.4 US cents, the high dollar was a major talking point across 
manufacturing and other trade-exposed industries.   
 
Over the next couple of years, the average value was in the mid-80s and, while it pulled 
back late in 2008 and for much of 2009, in 2010 it averaged 92 US cents.   
 
This was around 50% higher than its average in 1999-2000 but worse was to follow with the 
currency averaging above $1.03 in both 2011 and 2012 before pulling back in 2014 and 
through 2015 to an average level around the same as it is now.       
 
This journey taken by the currency came just as the competitiveness of manufacturing 
across the developed world was in the spotlight.  So in effect in Australia we doubled up on 
the competitive threat to manufacturing from the Chinese industrialisation.  
 
As the RBA is fond of pointing out, the movements in the currency almost certainly meant 
that the commodity price and mining investment booms had much less severe economy-
wide impacts, than would have otherwise occurred.   Nevertheless, it did so by 
concentrating the adjustment pain on manufacturing and other trade exposed sectors.  
 
As the people in this room will know more than just about anyone, even though the dollar is 
back to around 2006 levels, the sector is still living with the scars of this episode.   
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 Many lost both domestic and export markets - which are always difficult to regain;  
 

 Key parts of some domestic supply chains have all but disappeared – leaving us short 
of areas of capability; 

 

 We know only too well what is happening to domestic auto assembly and its 
repercussions along its domestic supply chains; 

 

 And, of course the domestic metals sector and particularly the upstream metals 
sector is well and truly at the forefront.  Consider this: 

 
o In 2015 China’s crude steel production1 was put at 804 million metric tonnes 

– just over half of the global production of 1,600 mmt; 
o Between 2000 and 2015 Chinese production rose by 675 mmt or 90 per cent 

of the global increase;  
 

o For aluminium2 the picture is no less dramatic: in 2015 China accounted for 
55% of global primary aluminium output  

o Between 2000 and 2015 Chinese output increased by about 22 mmt – which 
is close to 84 per cent of the increase in global capacity. 
 

o So today, China accounts for more than half of global production of primary 
aluminium and steel and much of this comes from relatively new, and 
modern, capacity. 

 
  
The Importance of Advanced Manufacturing  
 
So while the dollar has returned from its stratospheric journey, improving the 
competitiveness fundamentals with it, some of the damage done is not going to be 
reversed.  And another portion will take time to reverse.   
 
Manufacturing is not going to return to its former shape.   
 
For one we still have China and, in any case, the world has moved on and it keeps moving 
on.  Technology, particularly, digital technology is, if anything, becoming even more 
transformational. Business models are changing and so are work arrangements. 
 
And this is why advanced manufacturing is so important.  It’s important for the 
competitiveness of individual businesses and it’s important for the competitiveness of the 
sector as a whole.  And that is a good part of the reason Ai Group set up and remains closely 
associated with the Australian Advanced Manufacturing Council. 

                                                            
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_steel_production 
 
2 http://www.world-aluminium.org/statistics/primary-aluminium-production/#data 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_steel_production
http://www.world-aluminium.org/statistics/primary-aluminium-production/#data
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It is also, I want to say, important for the image of the sector.   
 
I don’t think many would question that manufacturing has an image problem.  At worst the 
sector has an image as being dirty, unsafe, low-skilled and going down the gurgler.   
 
Talking about “advanced manufacturing” is a way to counter this image.   
 
And talking about particular businesses – particular advanced manufacturers - is a great way 
to create a different image.  
 
I have mentioned a few earlier and to these I could add many more.   I could add the stories 
of these businesses. 
 
Kelly Engineering  

Kelly Engineering is a long-standing South Australian company which develops, produces 
and exports world-leading agricultural machinery. 
 
Admedus   

Renamed from Allied Healthcare Group, Admedus is a global biotech company with a profile 
in tissue engineering, immunotherapies and bio-manufacturing and marketing. 

Glimlife  
 
Glimlife is a manufacturer, importer, exporter and distributor of fine quality skin care and 
health food products.  
 
Footwork 
 
An innovative designer, producer and exporter of orthotics from the Footwork Podiatric 
Laboratory.   
 
And while I am at it I may as well mention some of the advanced manufacturers with more 
familiar names.  Businesses such as Cochlear, Resmed, CSL, and Rode Micrphones.  
 
Because it is a way to help tell the stories of these successful manufacturers, many have 
welcomed the currency of “advanced manufacturing.” It has presented an opportunity to 
help counter some of the negative perceptions about manufacturing as a sector.   
 
It is of course vital that we counter these perceptions.   
 

 Attracting skilled people to work in the sector;  
 

 Building the confidence of manufacturers to invest; and  
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 Ensuring that manufacturing does not become a no-go area for our lending 
institutions. 

 
would all be immeasurably more difficult if general perceptions of the industry were 
negative.   
 
And if we didn’t attract people; innovative managers; and finance, manufacturing surely 
would go down the gurgler – as indeed would any industry.  A poor image could turn into a 
self-fulfilling prophecy.   
 
The Traditional and Advanced Manufacturing Dichotomy  
 
But I think there is also a danger associated with the use of “advanced” manufacturing.  And 
that danger particularly arises when it is juxtaposed with something called “traditional” 
manufacturing and when “traditional” is associated with particular sectors.  
 
For example, going back to my Wikipedia article which includes this:  
 

“… the distinction between traditional sectors of manufacturing (listed as auto, steel) 
and others (listed as aerospace, medical device, pharmaceutical) is the basis for a 
definition of advanced manufacturing, with the characteristics of the two differing in 
terms of volume and scale economies, labor and skill content, and the depth and 
diversity of the network surrounding the industry.” 

 
Note the switch in orientation from the firm-specific characteristics used in the definitions 
of advanced manufacturing discussed earlier to the characterisation of whole industries as 
being either “advanced” or “traditional”. 
 
This is the dichotomy that I am so wary of.  In the attempt to paint a positive picture of 
manufacturing by emphasising its “advanced” characteristics, we open up the potential for 
an impression of an “advanced’ portion of the industry and another portion of the industry 
that is - well – not advanced.  You could call it “traditional” or perhaps even “backward”.  
 
The danger arises when this convenient characterisation shapes public perceptions and 
government policies.   
 

 Why encourage your kid’s ambition to apply for an apprenticeship with a business in 
a “traditional” manufacturing sector?   

 

 Why should governments maintain a Research and Development Incentive that 
sprays funding around to businesses in sectors that, nod and wink, everyone knows 
are “transitional” – to borrow a phrase used in a prominent report of a bit less than 
two years ago? and,  

 

 Why should banks lend to businesses in these industries?      
 
These are present and real dangers. 
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The R&D Tax Incentive has long been in the sights of the snipers at the Commonwealth 
Treasury and the funding provided through the Tax incentive has viewed with some avarice 
by a range of groups with alternative proposals for the use of the funds.  They have been 
particularly active over the past several years.    
 
And the latest attack on the tax incentive is using as ammunition the dichotomy between 
“advanced” and “traditional” manufacturing.  The idea is that we should target the tax 
incentive towards the “sunrise” sectors of advanced manufacturing and avoid the “sunset” 
sectors of traditional manufacturing.  
 
And one variation on this theme is that the resources should move from a demand-led tax 
incentive to an allocation of direct grants that can be targeted where it will have the most 
impact.   
 
But targeted by whom and using what criteria?    
 
It is, of course, a false dichotomy to talk about advanced manufacturing Vs traditional 
manufacturing.  To think that a manufacturer is either one or the other is either a trick of 
definitions or it is just plain wrong.   
 
And the falsity of the dichotomy is most clearly exposed when, on the one hand “advanced 
manufacturing” is defined by pointing to the use of new technologies, innovation, high 
performance workplaces, supply chain involvement and the like; whereas “traditional 
manufacturing” is defined by sector.  Sectors such as steel; metals; automotive; textiles; 
packaging; and building products? 
 
It is a dichotomy that just doesn’t stack up.   
 
But that does not make it any less dangerous.   
 
It’s dangerous in a policy sense for the same reason that “picking winners” is riddled with 
dangers.  Picking losers and abandoning them carries the same risks – risks of wasted 
opportunities and wasted resources.  
 
Now, I do not want to deny that there are successful and unsuccessful manufacturers: 
manufacturers on the way up and manufacturers on the way out.   
 
That is the nature of things in a competitive, private sector economy.  Indeed, there are 
some who maintain that it is the almost-Darwinian forces of survival of the fittest that make 
up the chief virtue of the competitive private-sector economy and what make it such a 
productive and progressive force. 
 
But I don’t think we can say that fitness for the future lies outside the domain of traditional 
manufacturing.  
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Sure this sort of perspective can resonate with the difficulties that the sector has 
experienced over the past decade in particular.  Think of the attrition of businesses, 
employee numbers and share of GDP.    
 
Clearly there are manufacturers from sectors that are unambiguously “traditional” that have 
folded and there are more to come.  But it would be wrong to induce from this that it is time 
to hang out to dry all manufacturers in traditional sectors.  
 
It is demonstrably wrong.  Where does the Bluescope Steel about which Paul O’Malley spoke 
yesterday fit into this narrative?  What of Amcor?  What of James Hardie?  Metals, 
packaging and building products are not often included in the “advanced manufacturing” 
conversations.  Neither, for that matter is the textiles sector.  But what about Textor 
Technologies?   
 
But of course they should be included if we are talking about technology, innovation, 
international competitiveness and high performance workplaces.  
 
And it’s not just these companies.  Sticking to the metals sector, it’s also companies like: 
 
Bisalloy Steels  

From whom we are going to hear this afternoon. Bisalloy is Australia's only manufacturer 
and exporter of high-tensile and abrasion-resistant steel plate. 

Stoddart  
 
From Queensland with its range of fabricated metal food service equipment and 
architectural products.  
  
Micron Manufacturing  
 
Micron is a light engineering company with a focus on high-precision sheet metal design and 
manufacture for customers in mining, rail, agriculture, medical, telecommunications, power 
generation and air conditioning.  
 
All Manufacturers can be “Advanced Manufacturers” 
 
It would be wrong to leave out these businesses – and many more – as we think about the 
future of Australian manufacturing.  They may be in traditional sectors but that does not 
mean they are not part of the future.   
 
In reality it is not only businesses in sectors like med-tech and pharma, scientific equipment 
and electronics on which the future of manufacturing rests.  It is with a whole range of 
manufacturers from a very broad spectrum of traditional and non-traditional sectors.   
 
Sector is not the key differentiator.  A much better starting point is those characteristics that 
are included in the definitions of advanced manufacturing discussed earlier – investment in 
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leading technologies; customer-led design; smart integration with global supply chains; high 
performance workplaces; and – the theme of this Convention – innovation.   
 
I should say that while I have pointed to what I see as a risk associated with some of the 
narrative around “advanced manufacturing”, I remain thoroughly supportive of the 
importance of its characteristics.   
 
But manufacturing should not be falsely classified into separate advanced and traditional 
camps.  Rather we should adopt the perspective that all manufacturers can, and indeed 
should, strive to become advanced manufacturers. 
 
Concluding Comments   
 
Before opening up for your comments and discussion, I want to make a further point about 
why I think the issues I have raised are important not just for manufacturing, and indeed not 
just for “traditional” manufacturing, but why they are important for our economy as a 
whole.  
 
One of the features of the recent development of our economy is the increased emphasis 
on mining and energy extraction and export.  It is very well recognised that we are winding 
down from a phenomenal period of investment that has greatly expanded the capacity of 
our mining and energy sectors.   
 
Our resource endowments help to make us an extraordinarily lucky country: they certainly 
played an important part in insulating us from the GFC and they also have played their part 
in contributing to some of the 25 years of continuous growth we have just completed. 
 
Of course they are less important as a source of employment.  And the increased emphasis 
we now have on commodity exports – particularly iron ore, coal and LNG – mean that we 
have become more exposed to the volatility in the global prices for these commodities.  It 
also follows that our currency is also likely to be more volatile. 
 
To counter these sources of volatility, we need a more balanced economic base to provide 
more steady income streams and more stable employment opportunities. And we also need 
a broad range of industries to diversify our national industrial portfolio so we can be more 
ready to capitalise on a broader base of opportunities in the face of the ups and downs of 
the global economy and of global commodity prices. 
 
The manufacturing sector – with its strong links into other parts of our economy – into 
mining, agriculture, construction and services, has a critical role to play in this 
diversification.  And we should welcome and cultivate this contribution – whether from new 
or traditional sectors of the industry.  
 
 
 


